
 

 

Experimental Sound Piece 
 
 
As you develop your own library of sounds we want you to focus on choosing from this library a 
range of sounds from which to make an experimental composition of 2 minutes duration. 
 
The sounds that you have collected will depend upon your own interests and pre occupations but 
we will give you some guidance and places that you might record sounds in the world around us. 
 
At the beginning of the term we directed you to some “concrete” composers that made 
compositions from collected, found sounds. If you remember Walter Murch the film editor was 
influenced by some of these pieces and used a barn door squeak from a piece that he placed in 
the sound track of Lucas’s early film THX 1138. 
 
You are allowed, as did Murch, to alter the sounds you have found by lengthening time, squeezing 
time, altering pitch, using layering, montage techniques. You are all having a session with Paul, the 
sound technician, in on Adobe Audition. It would be a good idea to take some of your collected 
sounds and initial ideas for your composition to this session to begin to experiment.  
 
Those of you already familiar with Adobe Audition can begin earlier with this work. 
 
Listen to some of the experimental music linked below. Many of them play with the idea and sense 
of discordance. Also remember what Murch said about the sound playing against the image that 
allowed unexpected juxtapositions to occur that produce surprises. 
 
This sound experiment should be made as a separate piece from any of your other work but it will 
be interesting to see how it might combine with the kino experimental visual piece that we will be 
assembling 
 
Links: 
 
 
<a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musique_concrète">Music Concrete</a> 
 
<a href="http://codehop.com/organizing-sounds-musique-concrete-part-i/">Code Hop</a> 
 
<a href="http://www.rosewhitemusic.com/concrete.html">Composer and Material in Music 
Concrete</a> 
 
<a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Reich">Steve Reich</a>  


